Finding Form Materials List:

*Materials cost will be different for every student. Will discuss first class.

- Sketch book. Size is personal preference, but between 5” x 7” and 8” x 11” is recommended.

- 18” x 24” Drawing Pad. White or off white drawing/mixed media paper. Should be at least 100 lb. for surface to take mixed media materials. (e.g. Strathmore Heavy weight Drawing).

- Graphite Pencils: HB or B, 2B and 4B. *Optional*: set of graphite pencils from HB – 6B or micron type pens.

- Sharpener

- Eraser, 1 white rubber (Magic Rub Recommended)

- Will discuss with each student the materials they wish to work with for this course and come up with a materials plan for everyone the first week. The first week will be about forming our “collections”.